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Abstract
In an ad hoc network, the wireless media is shared by multiple nodes. The contention among neighbors
for the access to the shared media is the major cause fornelwork congestion. As wireless links usually have
low capacity, congestion in ad hoc networks is a morc severe problem than in wired networks. The main
thrust of our work is to avoid congestion at IP layer by minimizing conlemions for channel access. The
intermediate delay, which characterizes !.he impacis of channel contention, lraffic load, and lhe length of a
route, is developed as a new routing melric. Two approaches are proposed to locally estimate delay using
statistic and probability methods respectively. An ad hoc routing protocollhat uses intermediate delay as
melric is developed, namely self-adjusting congestion avoidance (SACA) protocol.
The perfonnance of SACA is compared against that of AODV and DSR using three types of traffic.
SACA is able to deliver more than 80% data packets even under heavy uaffic load. It is 50% - 60% more
efficient than DSR in terms of delivery ratio. It introduces 50% less protocol overhead than DSR does.
SACA delivers 40% - 400% more packets than AODV depending on the type of traffic.

1 Introduction
A mobile ad hoc network (MONET) is a collection of mobile nodes that are deployed as a multi-hop wireless
ne[WOIk without the aid of any preexisting infrastructure or centralized administration. It relies on nodes cooperation to maintain network connectivity and functionality. The salient characteristics of ad hoc networks,
inclUding highly dynamic topologies, low bandwidth, energy-constrained operations, and limited computation
capability, make the design of routing protocols a challenging problem. The protocols must be capable of keeping up with the drastically and unpredictably changing network topology, with minimized message exchanges,
in a fully distributed way.
Wireless links have significantly lower capacity than their hardwired counterparts (e.g., 54Mbps for 802.llg
YS. 9.9S2Gbps for OCI92). The real throughput, which is affected by multiple access, fading, noise, and
interference conditions, is often much less than a channel's maximum transmission rate. Congestion is typically
the norm rather than the exception in ad hoc networks[8], that is, the aggregated traffic demand will frequently
approach or exceed the link capacity. Traditional congestion control mechanisms such as TCP, are implemented
at higher network layers. They reduce traffic sending rate upon occurrence of congestion. In ad hoc networks,
the existence of multiple routes be[Ween two nodes makes it possible for the routing protocol to select an
appropriate route, so that network congestion can be minimized without sacrificing traffic rate.
~This rcscnrch is supponcd by Center for Education and Research in InforTIlaiion Assurance and Security (CERIAS), NSF
CCR-0001788 and ANI-02I9110, and CISCO URP grunt.
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Many routing protocols are proposed for ad hoc networks, such as destination-sequenced distance vector
(DSDV) [19], ad-hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV) [18], and dynamic source routing (DSR) [13]. Most
of them adopt the content of routing information from the Internet protocols and use hop count as the metric to
make routing decisions. Hop count does not provide enough information for congestion control or avoidance.
Routing with load balancing has been explored in [22][6]. The idea is to provide some additional information, such as the secondary metric based on the current load on each node, to help distribute and balance
traffic load. It prevents a single node from being overwhelmed. The experimental study in [16] shows that
exceeding the capacity of the channel is the major reason for network congestion. In an ad hoc network, the
wireless media is shared by multiple contending nodes. The access to the shared media is complicated due to
the hidden terminal problem [4] (e.g., a node will contend for the wireless channel not only for sending but also
for receiving packets). The contention among multiple nodes leads to congestion. If the contention is already
tense among a node's neighbors, it should not be chosen to forward packets even if there is no load on itself.
The main Lhrust of our work is to reduce network congestion at the IP layer by minimizing channel contentions. The essence is to avoid hot spots where multiple nodes are contending with each other. The global
coupling effects of wireless channel access in ad hoc networks poses a great challenge to the evaluation of the
degree of contentions with local information. In addition, traffic load on a node must be considered, as the
store-and-forward process may also cause congestion when the capacity of a node is exceeded. The shorter
routes are preferred because longer routes means higher possibility of potential congestion.
Our methodology to solve this problem is as follows: (1) We use a single server queueing system to model
nodes in ad hoc networks. The impact of channel contention is quantified using the service time. The routing
cost at each node is computed as the estimated delay, which reflects the effects of channel contention, current
load, and expected load in the future. (2) A new routing metric, namely intermediate delay. is developed, which
measures the amount of communication delay introduced by the nodes in between the source and destination.
The route with the least intermediate delay will likely involve in the least channel contention. (3) 1\vo approaches are designed to estimate the delay at a node. The first one applies statistical methods to evaluate
the mean service time in case there is active traffic. The second one uses probability methods to compute the
expectation of the service time according to the underlying MAC protocol when no active traffic exists. (4)
A new proactive ad hoc routing protocol, self-adjusting congestion avoidance (SACA), is developed. It uses
intennediate delay as the metric to avoid network congestion. Experimental studies are conducted to evaluate
the performance of SACA and compare it with AODV and DSR protocols.
Our work is conducted in the framework ofCSMAlCA (carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance) paradigm, which is adopted by lhe widely used IEEE 802.11 standard [1]. The ideas and proposed
solutions are also applicable to other contention-based media access protocols.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 introduces
contention-based access to shared media, channel spatial reuse, and the idea of ad hoc routing based on intermediate delay to avoid congestion. 1\\'0 approaches are proposed in section 4 to locally estimate delay. Section
5 presents the detail of self-adjust congestion avoidance routing protocol. The performance of the proposed
protocol is compared against AODV and DSR in section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work
According to the way in which mobile nodes exchange routing information, ad hoc routing protocols may be
categorized as proactive and on-demand. The proactive protocols periodically disseminate routing information
among all the nodes in the network, so that every node has the up-to·date information for all possible routes.
On-demand routing protocols operate on a need basis, discover and maintain only active routes that are currently
used for delivering data packets.
C.E. Perkins and P. Bhagwat introduced the destination~sequenced distance-vector (DSDV) routing in [19].
DSDV extends the basic Bellman-Ford mechanism by attaching a sequence number that is originated by the
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destination to each distance. It requires every node to periodically advertise its own routing table to its neighbors. Ad hoc on-demand distance vector CAODV) routing protocol is proposed by C.E. Perkins et al. AODV is
also based upon distance vector, and uses destination sequence numbers to determine the freshness of routes.
It operates in the on-demand fashion, as opposed to the proactive way of the DSDV protocol. D.B. Johnson
and D.A. Maltz presented another on-demand protocol dynamic source routing (DSR) in [13]. Instead of using
distance vector, the sender of a packet determines the complete sequence of nodes through which to forward
the packet and explicitly lists the route in the packet's header. In the meantime, several research efforts are
integrating the proactive and on-demand techniques. Z.J. Haas et al. introduce the zone routing protocol (ZRP)
[10] for ad hoc networks, in which each node contains an r-zone (i.e., all nodes it can reach within r hops).
Proactive routing is used within a zone while the on-demand technique is used for inter-zone communication.
R.y. Boppana and S.P. Konduru present another way of combining proactive and on-demand techniques in
[5]. They propose the adaptive distance vector (ADV) protocol. ADV uses routing updates to maintain routes
like DSDV. It also shows on-demand characterisl.ics by varying the frequency and the size of routing updates
according to the network conditions. J.I. Garcia-Luna-Aceves and M. Spohn develop a link-state based ad hoc
routing protocol, source-tree adaptive routing (STAR) [9]. To conserve transmission bandwidth and energy,
nodes maintain a partial topology map of the network and only transmit changes to the source routing tree
when necessary. Associativity-based routing (ABR) [22] is the first protocol that considers load as a part of the
metric. The load is primitively measured as the number of routes a node is involved and used as the secondary
metric. The protocol does not take into account various traffic loads on different routes. A few load balancing
routing protocols are proposed thereafter, using the same idea as ABR but different methods to compute load,
such as dynamic load-aware routing presented in [14].
To our knowledge, SACA is the first routing protocol that avoids congestion by reducing contentions.

3 Shared Media Access and Congestion Avoidance
3.1

Contention-based access to shared media

In an ad hoc network, any transmitted packet is locally broadcast to the wireless channel. All and only nodes
within the transmission range of the sender (i.e., the neighbors of the sender) can receive the packet. If one
neighbor is sending or receiving a packet at the same time period, collision occurs. CSMAlCA requires the
sender and receiver to exchange request-to-sendlc1ear-to-send (RTSICTS) frames prior to the actual data frame
to avoid collision. The RTS/CfS exchange is a control handshake that distributes the media reservation information to neighbors to ensure no collision in data transmission phase.
We define a single-hop flolV as a stream of packets directly transmitted from one node to another (called a
flow in this paper for simplicity). Two flows will contend with each other if either the sender or receiver of one
flow is within the transmission range of the sender or receiver of the other flow. This is called local contemion.
Figure 1 shows local contentions among flows. The example is a six-node ad hoc network. A line between two
nodes denotes that they are neighbors. F I , F2, and F3 are three flows. F2 contends with F I because the receivers
B and D are within each other's transmission range. At any time, only one flow is allowed to use the channel.
We denote ~ by the rate of Fi and C by the capacity of the wireless channel. If R I + R2 > C, congestion
occurs and packets will be dropped. The locality of contentions enables the so called channel spatial reuse
[17], e.g., F I and F 3 can transmit to the same physical channel (in terms of frequency) simultaneously as they
are not local to each other.
Channel spatial reuse together with the multi~hop nature of ad hoc routing provides a way to reduce contentions. For instance, if C wanIs to establish a connection session with F, selecting the rOllIe C-)E-)F instead
ofC-)D-)F will avoid contention between nodes Band D.
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Figure I: Network topology and flows

3.2 A new routing metric
A new metric is needed to realize the idea of contention reduction. The requirements for this metric includes:
(1) This metric must comprehensively characterize the impacts of channel contention, traffic load, and the
length of aeeule. (2) The cost at a mobile node H, denoted as C(H). is computed using only local infonnation.
We develop a new routing metric, namely InterMediate Delay (lMO). IMD measures the amount of communication delay introduced by the nodes in between the source and the destination (we do not consider the
computation delay, which is trivial compared with the communication delay). Every node independently computes the delay it will introduce. The delay is detennined by the contention with neighbors, current traffic load,
and expected traffic load in near future. If the source and destination of a route are neighbors, they do not need
any intermediate node, thus the IMD of this roule is O. If they are not neighbors and have no intermediate node,
the Th1D is 00, which means packets can not be sent from the source to the destination (the delay is infinity).

3.3 Ad hoc routing based on intermediate delay
The following examples demonstrate how to apply the intermediate delay to ad hoc routing. For the demonstration purpose, a simple approach is used for delay compulation
I. If the capacity of the wireless channel is C, the size of a packet is P, the delay for sending a packet is
P/ C (the MAC layer control messages are ignored).
2. If n nodes are contending for a channel, each one can get a share of capacity G/n. In this case, the delay
for sending a packet is nP/ G.
Figure 2, 3, and 4 demonstrate a ten-node ad hoc network. The line with an arrow head represents a connection
session. In all examples, a connection between nodes F and G is to be established.
Figure 2 illustrates how to choose a route with the presence of other connection sessions. As shown in figure
2a, there is an active connection session between A and C when F wants to establish a connection with G. D
realizes the contention with A and computes the delay to be 2P/C. E will contend with C. His computation
of the delay is also 2P/ C. Because there is no other active traffic, the delay computed by nodes H, I, and J is
PIC. The IMD of the route P ......D-JoE-JoG is 4P/C, while that of the route F-JoH-JoI-JoJ-JoG is 3P/C. The
later one is chosen for the connection between F and G (figure 2b). This route is better in terms of channel
reuse and congestion avoidance. It also introduces less end-to-end delay.
Figure 3 shows the adaption to traffic changes. At the beginning, there is no traffic in the network. Every
node can make full use of the channel and introduce a communication delay of P/ C, as shown in figure 3a.
The shortest rome (in terms of hop count) is chosen to eSlablish lhe connection (figure 3b), since it introduces
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Figure 2: Choose a route with presence of other connections

least intennediate delay. Sometime after the establishment of the connection, a new connection session from
A to C is introduced. This conneclion will follow its best route A--+B--+C. The new connection causes channel
contention between A and D, and C and E. The two nodes will recompute the delay. The new delay is 2PjC
and the IMD of the route is 4PjC. The fe-computation at nodes H, I, and J still returns PIC. The route
F--+H--+I--+J--+G becomes a better one, as shown in figure 3c. Node F re-establishes the connection via the new
route. Figure 3d shows the final result after the adaption to the new connection session. It is the same as the
result shown in figure 2b.
Figure 4 illustrates the adaption to network topology changes. The first two steps are the same as the
example shown in figure 2. The longer route is chosen to avoid congestion. Suppose nodes A and C are moving
and are no longer comending with D and E after sometime. D and E recompute the delay and get P j C as the
result. F will find out that the route F--tD--tE--tG becomes a better one as its IMD is 2PjC. The connection
will be re-established as shown in figure 4<1.
The above examples demonstrate the essential idea of congestion avoidance by using intermediate delay.
The simple delay computation approach is not suitable for the design of a practical routing protocol: (I) At the
time a node computes the delay, it may not know the number of neighbors who are contending with it. (2) Due
to lhe locality of contention, access to a wireless channel creates global coupling effects in lhe entire network
[17J. Even if the number of contending nodes is known, the share of capacity can not be predetennined. (3)
The traffic changes, topology changes, and routing decisions all have great impacts on the IMD of a route and
make it highly dynamic.

4 Delay Estimate
One of the major challenges to implement IMD in a routing protocol is to estimate delay using only local
information. In this section, two approaches are presented to accomplish the computation for a node with or
without active traffic respectively.

4.1

The model

In an ad hoc network, when a packet arrives to a node, a routing decision must be made which determines the
next hop to send the packet. Once the decision is made, the packet is placed at the tail of a queue where other
packets are waiting to be transmitted out over the wireless channel. In most cases, the time spent on making
a routing decision is ignorable compared with the time a packet waiting in the queue. The dynamism and
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Figure 3: Adapt to lfaffic changes

complexity of the network make it impractical to analytically evaluate the accurate value of delay. In addition,
IMD is computed based on the average delay in a short period of time. Hence. an approximation is sufficient.
We make the following assumptions so that a mobile node can be modelled as a single server queueing
system [21].
1. The incoming traffic is localized with respect to time, i.e., in a short period of time, it obeys approximately
the same distribution.
2. The channel access is localized with respect to both time and location (e.g., a node finds lhat the channel
is busy, so does its neighbors).
3. A node has an infinite queue. This assumption is made because the aggregated delay along a route makes
sense only when a packet can be sent to the destination.
4. The incoming traffic rate and outgoing traffic rate are independent. This assumption is made because (a)
the complexity of channel contentions washes out the dependency to some extent; (b) only approximate
evaluation is required.
The following notations are used to describe the system.
)..: The arriving rate of incoming packelS. Packets may come from other mobile nodes or upper layer applications.
p,: The service rate, Le., the number of packets sending out over the wireless channel per second. It is

detennined by the capacity of the channel and the contention wilh neighbors.
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Figure 4: Adapt to topology changes

TO: The delay in the queue.
Ts: Tqe~ilverageservice time for a packet to be transmitted out (Ts = ~).
TD: The delay in the system (Tn = TQ

+ Ts). It is what we want to estimate.

L: The current queue length.
The in-queue delay TQ can be evaluated using equation 1 by the application of Little's law [21].
T. Q -

"(,,

A

A)

TL

+ s

(I)

In a time period t::..t, ).. is estimated using the following equation, where NA is the number of packets arrived
within this period.

A= N A

!It
From equations 1 and 2, the delay at node is evaluated as follows.
TD

=

TQ+Ts
&
1

N

l.o.t

Ts(Ts -~)

7

+Ts(L+l)

(2)

Ts(L + 1) - 'fft(Ts)'L
l-&T

(3)

""

s
So the problem is deducted to compute the service lime Ts- Two cases are studied: a node with active
traffic (i.e., it sends

4.2

OUl

packets over the wireless channel recently) and a node without active traffic.

With Active Traffic

If a node transmits out packets recently, the mean value of lhe service Lime can be obtained using lhe statistical
method. Let Ns be the number of sent packets and T B be the time that the node spent on sending packets (Tn
is less than or equal to
because the node may be idle).

nt

Ts= T B
Ns

(4)

l1t,

If ~ <
which means the packet sending rate is less than the packet arriving rate, we assign DO to T D
(i.e., the delay in queue may be arbilrarily large). Otherwise, it is computed from equations 3 and 4 as follows.

Tn

- tlAL(Th)'
(L + l)Th
Ns
6.t
Ns
1- &I:a.
llt Ns

(L+1) _LtlATh
6.t Ns

(5)

To estimate delay, we only need to count the incoming and outgoing packets, current queue length, and the time
when the node is sending packets.

4.3

Without Active Traffic

No active traffic on a node does not mean a packet can be sent out with the shortest delay, because the neighbors
may be using the channel. The expectation of the service time can be determined by using probability methods
to evaluate the process of packet transmission. We take the IEEE 802.11 distributed coordination function
(DCP) as an example to show how it can be done. The method is also applicable to other MAC protocols with
slight modifications.
Figure 5 illustrates the process of transmitting a uDieast data packet using RTSICTS. We briefly review it
for the purpose of evaluating the expectation of transmission time. The detailed description of the process is
available in [1].
When a data packet is ready to transmit, the sender picks up a random backoff time b x Tsl ot after observing
an idle channel for TDTs F time, where b is a random number uniformly distributed over [0, aW} and Tslo~
is a value specified by the physical layer. The sender starts [0 transmit the RTS frame when the backoff time
reaches zero. The receiver transmits a CTS frame after T SI FS time upon receiving the RTS frame if the media
is idle. The neighbors of the sender and receiver set the network allocation vector (NAV) correspondingly to
indicate that the media is reserved. The sender waits for TS f FS time and transmits the data after receiving the
CIS frame. The receiver waits for T SIFS time replies with an acknowledge (ACK) frame after receiving the
data. The expectation of time cost for a successful attempt to transmit is
E[Ts ] = T DATA

+ TFrrs + TCTS + TACK +TDlFS + 3TsfFS + E[TbockoffJ

(6)

where TDATA, TRTS, TCTS and TACK are, respectively, time periods for transmitting a data packet, RTS
frame, CIS frame, and ACK frame, TDIFS and TSIFS are DCF interframe and short interframe time periods,
and Tbackoff is the lime spent on the backoff procedure.
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Figure 5: Transmission of a urucast data packet using RTS/CTS of the IEEE 802.11 standard
The attempt to transmit fails if a CTS frame has not been received at the end of Ttimeout time following the
transmission of the RTS frame. The sender then restarts this process. The expectation of lime cost for a failed
attempt is
(7)
E(Tf ] = TRTS + TCTS + 1timeout + E[nackoff]
During the backoff procedure, if no channel activity is indicated for the duration of a particular backoff slot, the
backoff time is decremented by T Blot. Otherwise, the procedure is suspended without decrementing the backoff
time. It,resumes following observing an idle channel for T D1FS time. The time spent on the backoff procedure
IS

(8)

where Nb is the number of slots in the procedure (b of which are indicated as idle) and NDIFS is the number of
suspensions. We assume the probability that a channel is busy will not change during the transmission period
and denote it as p. Nb is a Geometric distribution. For a given random number b, the expectation of time spent
on backoff procedure is

E[T'",k,jj(b))
-

E[N,)T'lot

+ E[NDIFsITDIFs

b
-j--Tslot
-p

+ bpTDIFS

(9)

The expectation of time spent on backoff for an attempt is

E[Tbaokoffl -

E[E[Tba<kojj(b)ll
b

-

E[-j-TBlot

-p

cw

+ bpTDIFS]
CW

2(1- p) Tsl ot + -2-pTDIFS

(10)

The contention window (CW) parameter takes an initial value aCWmin at the first attempt. It takes the next
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value in the series every lime an allempllo transmil fails until the CW research the value aCWmax. Once it
reaches aCWmax, the CW will remain at that value until it is reset by a successful attempt. The set ofCW values
are sequentially ascending integer powers of 2 minus 1, from aCWmin to aCWmax, which are specific to the
physical layer. For example, direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) physical layer management infonnation
base (MIB) defines aCWmin to be 31 and aCWmax to be 1023. In the rest part of the section, we assume DSSS
is used as the physical layer. Let own be the CW of the n-th attempt to transmit, lhen

Let T sn and Tj! be the time cost of a successful transmission and a failed transmission for the n-lh attempt,
respectively. From equations 6, 7 and 10, we have

E[I:J = TDATA +TRTS + TCTS +TACf( +TDIFS
E[1j] = TIITS

own

awn

+ 3TsIFS + 2(1 _ p)Tslot + -2-pTDIFS
awn

+ TCTS + Ttimfout + 2(1 _

p) Tslot

(11)

own

+ -2-pTDIFS

(12)

The receiver of the RTS frame will transmit a CTS frame after TS 1 FS time if the NAV indicates that the
channel is idle. Otherwise, the receiver will not respond to the RTS frame. Since channel access has locality
characteristic and the busy channel is the reason for failure. The possibility of a successful attempt Pa is
approximately 1 - p.
.
The expected transmission time makes sense only to successfully delivered data packets. We assume that
there is no limit on retry (i.e., the sender will keep trying until the packet is delivered). The expected transmission lime is.
00

,

E[T',"n,] ~ P,E[T1] + L((1- P,)'P,(E[:r;+IJ + LE[Tj]))
i=1

Because the awn is fixed when n > 6, E[~J and E[1j] are fixed too when n
E[Tj>6], and 7t~~~s be the transmission time after cwn is fixed.

=}

(13)

j=l

E[~;~s] = PsE[Tsn>6]

+ (1 -

>6
P,E[T,'>6J
E[n;:lIns] =

+ (1 - P,)E[7f>6J
p
,

> G. Let

E[~>6],

Ps )(E[7j>6J + E[~~~s]

(14)

Notice E[T,'>6J ~ E[T:J and E[T;>6J ~ E[TYJ. We ge'

>6

E[~lIns] =

P,E[:r,;J + (1 - P,)E[TyJ
P
s

(15)

From equations 13 and 15, the expected transmission time (i.e., the service lime) can be computed using the
following equation.
5

E[T',"n,J -

p,E[T1J + L((I- P,)'P,(E[:r;+IJ + LE[TfJ))
i=1

j=l

P E[T6J+ (1 - P )E[T'iJ
+(1- p,)6("
,
f +
Ps

10

L
6

j=1

E[T}])

5

;

(1- p)E[T,'] + L(P;(1 - p)(E[T;+'] + L E[ry]))
i=l

j=l

(16)

Once the physical layer parameters are determined, the delay of transmitting a packet can be esLimated by using
equation 3, 16, and the possibility that the channel is busy. This computation is done in 0(1) time.

5 Self-Adjusting Congestion Avoidance Routing Protocol
5.1 Overview
The self-adjusting congestion avoidance (SACA) routing protocol is designed based on the ideas discussed in
section 3.3. SACA is a distance vector routing protocol. One of the major differences between SACA and other
distance vector based routing protocols is that SACA uses IMD instead of hop count as the distance.
To send packets to others, Each node maintains a routing table that contains entries to all known nodes.
The data structure of a routing entry is shown in table 13. The field nextJtop is the next node on the route
towards the destination dst, imd is the intermediate delay of the route, and seqnum is the sequence number
representing the "freshness" of the route. The sequence number is maintained by the destination. Routes with
more recent sequence numbers are always preferred for making routing decisions. For routes with !.he equal
sequence number, the one with the smaller IMD is chosen.

variable
MINJNTERVAL

class RTEntry {
RTEntry();
addLt dst;
addLt next...hop;
float imd;
uint seqnum;
float min....advertisecLdelay;
time advertise_ok_at;
bool need_advertise;
uint MAC_callback-ent;
Event* trigger-event;
Evem* timeout-event;
PacketQueue* q;

MAC-CALLBACK

STARTIJP..ADVERTISE

PERIOD-ADVERTISE
DEFAULT-TIL

)

meanmg
minimum time
between two
advertisements
how many callbacks
indicate a broken
link
how many advertisements
are sent during
startup
time between two
full advertisements
default value
of TTL

value
I seconds

2

5

15 seconds

30

(b) Major constants

(a) Data structure of a routing entry

Table I: Data structure and constants
SACA is a proactive protocol, it requires every node to periodically advertise the routing table to its neighbors. Significant new routing information such as a new route or a broken route may trigger advertisement as
well. When a node makes the advertisement, it includes the estimated delay that this node may introduce in
the advertisement packet. A broken or unavailable route is assigned a delay of 00 (Le., a value greater than the
maximum allowed end-to-end delay). A roule with 00 delay is considered as invalid and is usually not included
in advertisements.
Table Ib shows the major constants and their values that are used in SACA.
11

5.2

Basic operations

Handle received packets
Figure 6 illustrates the procedure of handling a packet received from either upper layer applications or or MAC
layer (i.e., from other nodes). This procedure consists of two phases: IP header validating and updating that is
shown in the left part of the flowchart and packet handling that is shown in the right part.
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Figure 6: Flowchart illustrating how SACA agent handles a received packet

Route loop is checked in the first phase by examining the source address of the packet and the value of
TTL (as the hop count of a route is much less than the value of TTL, TIL reaching zero usually indicates a
loop occurs in the route). The IF header checksum is computed and validated outside this procedure. Based on
the destination address and port, the packet is sent to the route update module, the upper layer applications, or
MAC layer to broadcast or unicast.

Advertise routes
SACA uses rome advertisements to disseminate information throughout the nelwork. Two types of advertisements are defined in SACA protocol. One, called "full advertisement", carries all the available routing
information. The other, called "partial advertisement", carries only infonnation changed since the last advertisement. Full advertisements are generated relatively infrequently. If a partial advertisement contains most of
routing entries, it is upgraded to a full advertisement so that the next partial advertisement will be smaller.
Two events will trigger an advertisement. The first one triggers a full advertisement, which is scheduled
PERIOD...ADVERTISE seconds after the previous full advertisement. In the bootstrapping phase, a node may
schedule full advertisements more frequently. The other event triggers a partial advertisement upon receiving
significant new routing infonnation, including: (1) a more recent sequence number, which helps SACA to adapl
in circumstances similar to the example shown in figure 3; (2) a broken link, as discussed in [15], propagating
bad news quickly will improve system performance.
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MakeAdv (periodic) {
for each routing entry rte
entry_count++;
if rte.need-advertise == TRUE
count++;
if rte.advertise_ok_at > now
unadvertiseable++;
if count >= entry_count*2/3
periodic = TRUE;
make an advertisement packet p;
add estimated delay to p;
if periodic ~= TRUE
increment sequence number by 2;
add sequence number to p;
add entry_count - unadvertiseable to p;
for each routing entry rte
if rte.advertise_ok_at <= now
add rte to p;
rte.need-advertise
FALSE;
else
add sequence number to p;
add count to p;
for each routing entry rte
if rte.need-advertise == TRUE
add rte to Pi
rte.need_advertise = FALSEi

Alg. 1 Make an advertisement packet
Each routing entry is associated with two flags: need.1ldvertise and advertise_ok.1lt. A partial advertisement only contains those entries whose need-advertise is set. A full advertisement includes all entries whose
advertisemenLolu1t is earlier than the current time. In both cases, the estimated delay the node may introduce
and the sequence number are included in the advertisement packets. Before each full advertisemenr, the sequence number is incremented by 2 so that the sequence number maintained by the destination is always an
even integer.
The pseudo code of making an advertisement packet is shown in alg. 1.

Maintain routes
Route maintenance updates the routing enmes upon receiving an advertisement and determines whether to
trigger a partial advertisement. Each time a node i receives from one of its neighbors j, an advertisement of a
route to a node x, with sequence number seqj and intermediate delay imdj (including the delay introduced by
j), it changes the next hop if and only if one of the following two is uue.
1. The new route contains a newer (valid) sequence number (i.e., seqj

> seqf) and imdj < 00.

2. seq] = seqf and the new route introduces less intermediate delay (i.e., imdj < imdf).
These two constraints guarantee that SACA will not introduce loops in routes. In the first case, as proved in
[19], a loop cannot be created if nodes use newer sequence number to pick routes. The loop-free property
holds in the second case due to the theorem proved in [11], which states that distance vector algorilhms always
maintain loop-free paths in presence of static or decreasing link weights.
Alg. 2 demonstrates the procedure of route maintenance. An extra functionality of route maintenance is
shown in function Proc.essAdvEntry. The reception of an advertisement entry with an older sequence number
will trigger a partial advertisement to help the neighbor to obtain the up-to-date route.
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ProcessAdv (pkt) I
ProcessAdvEntry(adv) I
sender ~ source address of pkt;
rte ~ routing entry to adv.dst;
delay
estimate delay in pkt;
if rte does not exist
seqnum ~ sequence number in pkt;
add a routing entry rte;
rte ~ routing entry to sender;
rte. dst '" adv. dst;
if rte does not exist
rte.next_hop
adv.next_hop;
add a routing entry rte;
rte.imd = adv.imd;
rte.dst ~ rte.next_hop
sender;
rte.seqnum = adv.seqnum;
rte.imd ~ 0;
rte.need_advertise = TRUE;
rte.seqnum = seqnum;
trigger advertisement for rte;
rte.need_advertise = TRUE;
else if rte.seqnum == adv.seqnum
trigger advertisement for rte;
if rte.imd > adv.imd
else
UpdateRoute(rte, adv);
rte.next_hop = sender;
else if rte.seqnum <: adv.seqnum
if adv.imd < INFINITY or rte.next_hop
adv.next_hop
rte.imd = 0;
if (rte.seqnum <: seqnum)
UpdateRoute (rte, adv);
rte.need_advertise = TRUE;
rte.seqnum = seqnum;
rte.need_advertise = TRUE;
trigger advertisement for rte;
else if rte.seqnum > adv.seqnum
trigger advertisement for rte;
for each advertisement entry adv
if rte.imd <: INFINITY and adv.imd =~ INFINITY
if adv.dst == my_address
rte.need_advertise = TRUE;
i f adv.imd != 0
trigger advertisement for rte;
schedule a full advertisement;
else
adv.imd = adv.imd + delay;
adv.next_hop ~ sender;
ProcessAdvEntry(adv);
g

g

AJg. 2 Route maintenance

Handle broken links
A broken link to a neighbor may be inferred if no advertisement is received from it for a while. Each neighbor
is associated with a timeout-event, which will be triggered after 2 x PERIOD...ADVERTISE seconds.
This event indicates that the link to the neighbor has broken. It will be reset whenever an advertisement is
received from the neighbor.
The MAC callback is another mechanism to detect broken links, since CSMAICA will report an error when
it fails to transmit a packet. The failure may be caused by a broken link, or channel contention. Continuous
occurrence of the failure indicates that either the neighbor is not available or the contention is too tense. We do
not want to pick this neighbor as the next hop in both cases. If the number of continuous callbacks exceeds the
preset threshold MAC_CALLBACK, the timeouLevent is triggered.

MACCallback(pkt)
HandleTimeout(rte)
I
I
next_hop = next hop of pkt;
for each routing entry rte2
drop pkt for MAC callback;
if rte2.next_hop == rte.dst and rte2.imd < INFINITY
rte ~ routing entry to next_hop;
rte2.imd = INFINITY;
rte.HAC_callback_cnt++;
rte2.seqnum++;
if rte.MAC_callback_cnt > MAC_CALLBACK
rte2.need_advertise = TRUE;
if rte.timeout_event exists
trigger advertisement for rte2;
cancel rte.timeout_event;
HandleTimeout(rte);

Aig. 3 Handle broken links
Alg. 3 shows how MAC callback triggers the event and how SACA handles a broken link. When a link
14
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to a neighbor is indicated broken, any route through that neighbor is immediately assigned 00 to IMD and the
sequence number is incremented by 1. Thus a broken rOllte is always associated wilh an odd sequence number
while the valid one is associated with an even sequence number.

Estimate delay
Every node estimate delay using the approaches presented in section 4. t::.t (TA) determines how frequently the
delay is estimated. In our implementation, it is set to PERIOD...ADVERTISE, the time interval between two
full advertisements. NA. NB. and TB are counted using a MAC callback function. This function is invoked
when a packet arrives at MAC, a packet is ready to transmit, and a packet is transmitted. The probability p is
detennined by randomly sampling. Each node maintains a sampling timer, which will be randomly triggered
about 200 times per second. When the timer is triggered, SACA checks state of the channel. This timer is set
when a new estimate process begins. It is cleared if active traffic is detected at the node. Figure lO illustrates
llIe procedure of delay estimate. 1\vo timers, delay estimate timer and MAC sampling timer, are maintained.
The delay estimate timer is triggered every TA seconds to compute the new delay. The estimated delay is stored
in a global variable so that ollIer modules can access it.

Lazy route query
SACA does not provide lhe dedicated route query operation as on-demand protocols do. We introduce a new
technique called lazy roure query. When a node wants to send packets to a destination but does not have a valid
route, it includes this route with 00 delay in the next advertisement. Neighbors who have valid routes to the
destinations will advertise those routes to help lhe querier. Lazy route query works very well with the proactive
approach, because (1) every node periodically advertises the routing table, changes are one of the neighbors
has already had a valid route; (2) multiple routes may be queried in one advertisement.
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6 Performance Evaluation
The most recent version (2.1b911) of the network simulator ns2 [2] is used for the simulation study. The wireless
imerface works like the 914 MHz Lucent WaveLAN direct-sequence spread-speeuum (DSSS) radio interface
[3]. The IEEE 802.11 distributed coordination function (OCF) wiLh. CSMAICA is used as the MAC layer
protocoL The random lVaypoint model [7] is used to generate movements for mobile nodes.

Because many performance comparisons show that on-demand protocols perform better than proactive
ones [7] [12]. we compare SACA with two on-demand protocols, AODV and DSR, which have received wide
attention in recent studies of ad hoc routing protocols [7] [12] [20]. The eMU's implementation ofDSR is used
in the simulation. The AODV is implemented by the AODV group. To get convincing results, all optimizations
for AODV and DSR are enabled in the simulation. We implemented SACA based on the algorithms presented
in the previous section. The parameter values used for SACA are given in table 5.1.

6.1

Traffic load

The overall goal of the experiments is to evaluate the capability of routing protocols in terms of congestion
avoidance. UDP connections are used in the simulation. Each connection is specified as a randomly chosen
sOUIce·destination (S-D) pair. Every connection starts at a time randomly chosen from 0 to 100 seconds. The
packet sizes are fixed as 512 bytes. Three types of traffic are srudied in the experiments.
• Constant Bit Rate (eBR) traffic: generates traffic according to a deterministic rate.
• Exponential On/Off (EXPOO) traffic: generates traffic according to an ex.ponential on/off distribution.
Packets are sent at a fixed rate during on periods, and no packets are sent during off periods. Both on and
off periods are taken from an exponential distribution.
• Pareto On/Off (POD) rraffle: generates traffic according to a pareto on/off distribution. This is identical
to the exponential on/off distribution, except the on and off periods are taken from a pareto distribution.
These sources can be used to generate aggregate traffic lhat exhibits long range dependency.
We have simulated 30 connections, each of which has an average traffic rate of 15 Kb/s. The aggregated traffic
load is 450 Kb/s, which puts much stress on the routing protocols in the sense that congestion will likely occur.

6.2 Performance metrics
We compare the routing protocoJs using the following metrics:
• Packet Delivery Ratio: The ratio of the data delivered to the destinations (i.e., throughput) to the data sent
out by the sources.
• Average End-to-end Delay: The average time it takes for a packet to reach the destination. It includes all
possible delays in the source and each intermediate node, caused by routing discovery, queueing at the
interface queue, transmission at the MAC layer, etc. Only successfully delivered packets are counted.
• NomJalized Protocol Overhead: The routing load per unit data successfully delivered to the destination. The routing load is measured as the number of protocol messages transmitted hop-wise (i.e., the
transmission on each hop is counted once). A unit data can be a byte or a packet.

In the simulation, the pause lime is varied over {10, 20, 40, 80, 160} seconds. Five scenarios are generated for each experiment, and the average values are used for analysis. The values of parameters used in the
simulation are given in table 2.
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Simulation lime
Independent runs
Mobility model
Simulation area
Maximum speed
Wireless transmission range
Channel capacity
Number of mobile nodes
Number of connection sessions
Packet size
CBR rate
EXPOOrate
EXPOO on time
EXPOO off time
POO rare
POO on time
POO off time
POO shape

1000 seconds
5
random waypoint
1000m x IOOOm
3 m1s
250m
2 Mb/s
60
30
512 bytes
15 Kb/s
45 Kb/s
500ms
1000 ms
45 Kb/s
500ms
1000 ms
1.5

Table 2: Simulation parameters

6.3 Experiment results
Packet delivery ratio
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Figure 8: Packet delivery ratio

We observe from figure 8 that every protocol provides a rather stable packet delivery ratio with the increase
of node mobility (decrease of the pause time). It indicates that all protocols are able to adapt to topology
changes. However, the achieved delivery ratios are quite different. SACA delivers more than 80% of the data
packets regardless of the traffic type. The delivery ratio of DSR does not affected much by the traffic type. It is
always between 50% to 60%. AODV is sensitive to traffic type. It is able to achieve about 70% delivery ratio
for CBR traffic, but only 20% and 40% for EXPOO and POO traffic, respectively. In terms of delivery ratio,
SACA is 50% - 60% more efficient than DSR, and 40% - 400% more efficient than AODV depending on the
traffic type.
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Protocol overhead
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Figure 9: Nonnalized protocol overhead

As shown in figure 9, SACA introduces 10% ~ 15% normalized protocol overhead in all experiments. which
is less than the half of that introduced by DSR. AODV has the highest overhead among three protocols for CBR
traffic. We observe from figure 9b and 9c that AODV introduces very little protocol overhead for EXPOO
and POD traffic, which indicates that AODV does not send out many route request messages in these two
cases. It partially explains why AODV fails to achieve higher delivery ratio. When a packet is dropped due
to congestion, AODV does not consider it as a route error (because no route request is sem for local repair).
Packets are continuously sent to the congested routes and are dropped without being noticed. It results in fewer
route requests and lower delivery ratio.

End-to-end delay
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Figure 10: Average end-to-end delay

Figure 10 illustrates that the average end-to-end delay of SACA ranges from 1.2 to 1.9 seconds. which is
always less than that of DSR. The reason is that SACA chooses routes based on the intermediate delay instead
of hop count. AODV, which also selects routes according to hop count, introduces even lower end-to-end delay.
It results from the different techniques used by SACA and AODV to handle broken routes. When a route has
broken, SACA buffers the packets to that destination until a new route is established. These buffered packets
usually have long delay, because SACAjust passively waits for new advertisements. On the other hand, AODV
tries to locally repair the route by sending out a route request immediately. If the route cannot be repaired, the
packets to lhat destination are dropped. Packets on a broken route are sent out shortly or dropped. In both cases,
they have little impact on the average end-to-end delay.
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7

Conclusion

Congestion is typically the norm rather than the ex.ception in ad hoc networks. It mainly results from contentions

among nodes for the access to the shared wireless media. We propose self-adjusting congestion avoidance
(SACA) routing protocollhar takes advantage of channel spaLlal reuse to reduce contention. SACA is a distance
vector routing protocol that uses intermediate delay instead of hop count as the distance. Estimating delay at a
node using only local information is critical to the protocol. When a node has active traffic, statistical methods
are used to evaluate the mean of delay. In case no active uaffic exists, we analyze the underlying MAC protocol
and apply probability methods to compute the expectation of delay.

Experimental studies are conduc[Cd to compare SACA wilh AODV and DSR using three types of traffic,
constant bit rate traffic, burst traffic, and traffic that ex.hibits long range dependency. SACA is able to deliver
more lhan 80% data packets even under heavy traffic load. It outperforms DSR in all measured perfonnance
metrics. SACA is 50% - 60% more efficient than DSR in tenns of delivery ratio. It introduces less than half
of protocol overhead than DSR does. For constant bit rate traffic, SACA delivers 40% more packets with 2/3
less protocol overhead than AODV does. For the other two types of traffic, SACA introduces more protocol
overhead, but it's delivery ratio is 1 . 4 times more than AODV's. These results indicate that SACA is a very
attractive ad hoc routing protocol. It is especially of benefit in sensor networks where topology changes are
much less frequent than traffic changes. More imponantly, the approaches we propose for delay estimation
can be applied in other research areas, such as quality of service (QoS) applications. The intennediate delay
obtained from the routing protocol can be used by TCP to improve the accuracy of round~trip-time (RTI')
estimation.
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